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The golden age of postcards, which took place between 1900 and 1940, was also the golden age of

Bridgeport. Local and national publishers printed scenes of the city's beautiful and renowned parks,

magnificent mansions, palatial theaters, and sprawling factories, as well as its busy streets and

unique architecture. These cards carried images of Bridgeport near and far. Recipients of these

mementos could imagine building automobiles at the Locomobile factory, dining at the  CafÃ©,

staying at the Stratfield Hotel, riding the carousel at the Steeplechase Island amusement park,

shopping at Howlands, admiring the Wheeler Mansion, attending mass at the South Congregational

Church, or watching the activity at the winter quarters of the Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey

Circus. Bridgeport takes the modern reader on a journey into the past through nearly two hundred of

these vintage postcard images.
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Bridgeport native Pehanick shows close to 200 postcards of the Connecticut city (from his collection

of about 3,000) from the years 1900 to 1940. During these years, Bridgeport was a bustling city with

businesses of all kinds and a vacation destination for the well-to-do from New York City and nearby

areas. The postcards show the factories, restaurants, mansions, shopping districts, amusements,

and parks and seasides which made Bridgeport an outstanding regional city during the early

decades of the 1900s. Bridgeport's P. T. Barnum and the famous Pleasure Beach amusement park

are also included in the period postcards. Pehanick's postcard collection shows buildings and

scenes that are now gone; and it can be used as a guide for the enjoyable pastime of comparing



locations then and now.

I enjoyed the book. I received it as a gift and have ordered one for a friend. Was disappointed there

wasn't more on Black Rock where I grew up. I lived across the street from the "Orphan Asylum",

pictured. I went to Black Rock School and spent afternoons at St. Mary's, climbing on the rocks

along the boulevard and worked at Reads Dept. Store when at Bassick High. Loved looking at the

clothes people wore and the architecture.

Amazing book. Shows the postcards with a brief story about them.
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